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R.A.F. LOOKS FOR WAR-WINNING IDEAS

Ideas that will help to van the war are sifted at regular intervals by a

special board of six officers at -an R.A.F. station in the North-East of England#.

War Savings Stamps are awarded to personnel whose suggestions are adopted.

One idea put forward will save the stationed, 536 lbs of sugar in the next

100 days. Here are some of the ideas noWreceiving consideration:-

Formation of an R.A.F, lumberjack squadaton for, the collection of timber

and brushwood from woods adjoining the station\ setting up on a section at

which airmen could have minor repairs to clAt ed outVn the shortest

possible time, painting of a plimsoll line On baths above the revel of which

water must not be filled, provision of beltlcbs tunics with consequent economy

of material, metal and labour, elimination V-f V,R, badges for R.A.F.V.R,

Officers, and the return of all existing for salvage.

This ideas co-ordination scheme has been devised by the station catering
officer for all ranks with the aim of preventing leakages, waste and losses,
and increasing the efficiency and economical working of all branches of the

Service,

Personnel -who wish to submit suggestions are provided ■'with specially

printed forms, A charge of one penny is made for each form to ensure that

the scheme does not suffer from frivolously impracticable suggestions.

Completed forms are put into a suggestion box and the copies are sent

to a panel of six officers for assessment. One of the judges is always an

officer whose section is directly concerned with a particular idea and who

possesses the necessary specialist knowledge.

If an idea qualifies for an award all copies of the suggestion, bearing

the judge's comments, are sent to the officer who is to put it into effect.

If an idea fails to qualify for an award, the originator is given an

opportunity to read the comment made by the various judges# This gesture

prevents any possibility of personnel feeling a grievance and keeps them

in the right frame of mind to produce further ideas#

"The scheme has proved itself a very definite success", said the

catering officer, "'Station thought is now much more constructive, and

most originators and judges are more Service and station minded. Many of

the ideas submitted have definite value,"


